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1. INTRODUCTION
Demand Response (DR) is currently a major area of re-

search. We propose analyzing demand response schemes in
a game theoretic setting and utilizing the Shapley Value for
fairly compensating participants of such schemes. As exact
computation of the Shapley Value is intractable in general,
we propose a stratified sampling method that can dramati-
cally reduce the variance of the Shapley Value estimate when
compared to previous methods.

DR ([1] gives an overview of DR) can be achieved by a
combination of three actions. Usage can be curtailed by
reducing their consumption level, a process known as “load
shedding.” Local generation can be used to take loads “off-
grid,” and loads can be adjusted temporally so that the load
consumes power at a later time [5].

We focus on the cases where penalties are submodular
functions, and payments are supermodular functions of the
set of participants. In this case, the Shapley Value con-
cept provides a payment incentive that guarantees that ev-
ery participant is better off joining a single grand coalition.
Computing these optimal payments requires a combinatorial
calculation. We propose a statistical approach to this chal-
lenge and show that the approach works well in practice.
It generalizes an early idea of sampling coalitions [3], but
furthers it by considering a careful statistical computation.

2. PROBLEM FORMULATION
A DR program consists of an operator and customers

(agents) X who have agreed to participate. Each agent pro-
vides a load profile of power consumed which is not known in
advance. The program manager requests a given level of DR
at a certain time, and the agents must react as requested. If
the coalition fails to meet the target, an ex-post penalty is
charged which should be fairly shared by all participants in
the program. As an example, agents receive a fixed payment
ci for participating and then subtracts a penalty. The total
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paid out to the entire coalition is then P (X ) =
∑

i ci−f(X ),
where f(X ) is the total penalty assigned to the coalition and
is known as the characteristic function. In many practical
DR programs, the payment ci has already been completed
and so it is only necessary to fairly divide the total penalty
f(X ) amoung the agents. If the game is structured so that
the characteristic function is submodular (or conversely, if
the payment function is supermodular), then no subset of
players has any incentive to leave the coalition.

Shapley proposed a solution that is both unique and fair
for dividing f(X ) amoung the agents. The Shapley value
for agent x ∈ X is a weighted average of the marginal con-
tributions of an agent to all possible coalitions and can be
defined in the equivalent equations (1) and (2).

φx(f) =
∑

A⊆X\{x}

|A|!(|X | − |A| − 1)!

|X |! [ρx(A)] (1)

=
1

|X |!
∑
R

[
ρx(AR

x )
]

(2)

ρx(Y) = f(Y ∪ {x}) − f(Y) is the marginal contribution of
agent x to coalition Y. In (2), R is an ordering of the agents
in X and AR

x is the set of agents that precede x in a given
ordering R.

Aside from directly calculating (1), generating functions
have been previously examined [2]. This approach requires
large arrays in order to reduce complexity to polynomial
time, although it does produce an exact solution for the
Shapley Value. The intractability of calculating the Shap-
ley value has given rise to a number of studies which attempt
to estimate it via approximation methods [3]. In [4], the au-
thors use the Shapley value to allocate transmission service
costs among network users in energy markets.

The main contribution of this paper is proposing a new
stratified sampling method for estimating the Shapley Value,
thus reducing the variance of the estimated value when com-
pared to other randomized sampling methods.

3. ESTIMATING THE SHAPLEY VALUE US-
ING STRATIFIED SAMPLING

Stratified sampling is a method of dividing the population
into strata and then sampling from these strata. Here, the
population is the marginal contributions of a given partici-
pant to every possible coalition. We divide this population
into strata where each stratum contains the marginal con-
tribution of a given participant to coalitions with an equal
number of agents.
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It can be shown that the Shapley Value is equal to the
mean of the average marginal contributon from each stra-
tum. By sampling appropriately from the strata, the vari-
ance of the Shapley Value estimate can be reduced. We
introduce the notation σ2 to represent a vector of the strata
variances and µ to represent a vector of the strata means,
indexing both vectors by i. Further, N is the total number
of samples taken and n is the number of strata.

The variance of the Shapley Value estimate calculated by
stratified sampling is minimized by sampling from all strata
in proportion to its standard deviation. The variance of this
estimate is

σ2
SD =

1

N

[
1

n

n∑
i=1

σi

]2
. (3)

Comparing this variance to that of random sampling, where
we do not distinguish between strata the variance is

σ2
RS =

1

N

[
1

n

n∑
i=1

σ2
i + var(µ)

]
. (4)

As the strata standard deviations will not be available a
priori in general, it is natural to ask what the value of this
knowledge is. Applying the principle of indifference, we sam-
ple equally from each stratum. Here, the variance is

σ2
EB =

1

N

[
1

n

n∑
i=1

σ2
i

]
. (5)

It is possible to therefore show:

Theorem 3.1. It is always better to sample equally from
each stratum than to sample randomly, and if the standard
deviations of the strata are known, it is better again to sam-
ple in proportion to those, since:

σ2
SD ≤ σ2

EB ≤ σ2
RS.

Next, we propose a reinforcement learning algorithm to
approximate standard deviation sampling.

3.1 Implementing SD Weighted Sampling
This is a typical reinforcement learning problem where

we seek to exploit the information we know (regarding the
standard deviations) in order to sample correctly, but must
also explore in order to calculate the standard deviations
with accuracy. Defining πi(t) as the probability of sampling
from stratum i at sample number t, and σ̂i as the estimated
standard deviation of stratum i:

πi(t) = εt
1

n
+ (1− εt)

σ̂i∑
j σ̂j

,

A suitable function for εt would be similar to the sigmoid
function εt = [1 + exp(t−N)]−1, ensuring that the proba-
blility of sampling from each stratum starts equal and ends
proportional to the standard deviation. For each sample,
the reinforcement learning algorithm chooses a stratum at
random, weighted according to πi(t). After sampling, the
weights are updated according to εt and we sample again
until N samples have been taken.

4. EXAMPLE
A simple example of a supermodular payment structure

is the Load Shedding DR program where a limit is placed

on the aggregate load. For every time step during which the
aggregate load exceeds this limit, loads that consumed power
will be penalized in proportion with their Shapley value.
The characteristic function representing such a DR program
is f(X ) =

[∑
x∈X x−M

]
+

. To evaluate this DR program,

we take a small sample set X containing 20 loads. We can
calculate an exact Shapley value for a representative load
and in the process compare how the three different sampling
techniques would have fared.

Figure 1 shows the mean and standard deviation for each
stratum when using the above characteristic function. Fig-
ure 2 shows the variance of the Shapley value estimate for
the sampling techniques. SD weighted sampling significantly
reduced variance of the Shapley Value.
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Figure 1: Strata Mean and Standard Deviation.
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Figure 2: Change in variance with sample size.
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